PAVE TECH's
PAVE CHEM®
SEALERS, CLEANERS and ADHESIVES

CLEANING and SEALING for HARDSCAPES

Preserve and Protect Your Hardscape Investment

SEALERS / JOINT SAND STABILIZATION

PAVERGUARD®
High Gloss Acrylic Sealer for Concrete

PAVERRE-GUARD™
Recoating for Sealed Pavers

SILOXAGUARD™
Siloxane Sealer for Clay and Concrete

PAVERECOGUARD™
Water Based Sealer for Concrete

SANDLOCK®
Organic Joint Sand Stabilizer Additive

CLEANERS

PAVERPREP®
Efflorescence Cleaner

PAVERDETERGENT™
Degreaser, Stain and Spot Remover

PAVERDE-STAINER®
Rust and Severe Stain Cleaner

ICE MELT / ADHESIVES

PAVERSAFE®
Ice Melt for Concrete and Clay Pavers

TYPE I, TYPE II, TYPE III & IV
Adhesives for all Masonry Applications
PAVE TECH presents PAVE CHEM

Formerly known as the "Paving Stone Protection Program", PAVE CHEM is a complete program of high quality cleaners, sealers, stabilizers and adhesives for all types of segmental installations.
Our products are designed to protect and enhance concrete and clay pavers.
PAVE CHEM is your reliable source for cleaning and sealing products. Our 'on the job' experience is your assurance that PAVE CHEM's program of cleaning and sealing will do the job right and will keep your hardscape projects looking great longer.

SEALERS

PAVERGUARD

High Gloss Acrylic Sealer for Concrete

PAVERGUARD is a combination of the finest acrylics and solvents available. It provides long lasting protection while enhancing the color. Recognized as the best solvent sealer available, PAVERGUARD will exceed your expectations!
PAVERGUARD enhances the natural beauty of concrete pavers and at the same time seals and protects.
PAVERGUARD brings out the color without yellowing and is the longest lasting sealer available.
For exterior use only.

PAVERRE-GUARD

Recoating for Sealed Pavers

PAVERRE-GUARD is designed specifically for recoating concrete pavers previously sealed with PAVERGUARD. The reduced solids formula is perfect for renewing the high gloss "wet" look on the pavers more often with less fear of acrylic build-up.

SILOXAGUARD

Siloxane Sealer for Clay and Concrete

Clay surfaces need to breathe. Standard sealers cannot meet this requirement, but SILOXAGUARD does. It provides the protection you desire, while allowing the surface to breathe without altering the surface appearance or color.
SILOXAGUARD is also effective on any concrete masonry surface, vertical or horizontal when you wish to protect the surface and keep the original natural look. You will receive years of comfort in knowing your clay or concrete hardscape is adequately protected.

For MSDS and APPLICATION GUIDES PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE www.pavetech.com or CALL 800-728-3832
PAVERECO GUARD™
Water Based Sealer for Concrete

PAVERECO GUARD is a water based sealer designed for applications where PAVERGUARD is not available or is inappropriate. It provides long lasting protection for concrete surfaces and can be used for indoor sealing applications without worry of harmful fumes.

JOINT SAND STABILIZATION

Residential Use: Our products are perfect for sand related problem areas such as sand migration, down spout washouts, sand tracking on pool decks and discouraging ants and weeds.

Commercial Use: As pavers have become more widely used in commercial applications, problems have arisen with joint sand loss due to jets, helicopters and even maintenance crews improper cleaning techniques. Our products are the answer to the problem.

SANDLOCK®
Organic Joint Sand Stabilizer Additive

SANDLOCK is a joint sand stabilizer additive for flexible and semi-rigid pavement systems using segmental pavers. SANDLOCK is organic and nontoxic. When mixed with joint sand and activated with water, SANDLOCK forms a natural, rubberized ‘glue’, that binds the joint sand. SANDLOCK remains flexible and will accommodate thermal movement. Its ‘self healing’ properties allow SANDLOCK to rebind loosened material with any moisture. SANDLOCK is excellent for concrete, clay brick or natural stone pavements. SANDLOCK prevents sand loss due to wind, traffic, moisture or thermal movement. A pavement stabilized with SANDLOCK will have reduced weed growth from wind blown germination and is effective against ants. SANDLOCK does not dilute like water based chemical sealers or break down from ultraviolet light. SANDLOCK is environmentally safe and contains NO harmful chemicals. It is safe for use around plants, animals and people. It works in all climatic conditions. SANDLOCK saves money over premixed binders and saves time and potential liabilities over chemical joint stabilizers. SANDLOCK is mixed with joint sand on the job site. Filling the joints with sand and joint sand stabilization are both done at the same time.

Cleaning, prior to sealing, is the first step towards beautiful pavers. Virtually maintenance free, pavers sometimes need a little attention to remove dirt and stains. PAVE CHEM offers the best ‘job’ tested solutions on the market today. Our hands-on experience is your gain when it comes to the right way to protect and preserve your new or existing paver installation. Talk to the experts.

CLEANERS

PAVERPREP®
Efflorescence Cleaner

PAVERPREP is a concentrated cleaner containing a special blend of acids and detergent that was developed specifically for concrete pavers, clay pavers and retaining wall surfaces. PAVERPREP will effectively remove efflorescence. Efflorescence is the chalky white look that develops on many pavers from naturally occurring salts in the raw materials that pavers are made from.

Before sealing or when you desire to refresh the original color, a simple cleaning with PAVERPREP will remove a finite layer off the surface and after a good rinse, you will see a uniformity of color that surpasses the surface’s appearance even when it was new. Using PAVERPREP prior to sealing will allow for maximum sealer adherence and durability. PAVERPREP has proven to be effective, economic and easy to use. Most surfaces will clean easily without scrubbing.
PAVERDE-STAINER®
Rust and Severe Stain Cleaner

PAVERDE-STAINER is a very strong acid cleaner developed as a preparatory step to overall cleaning with PAVER-PREP. It removes non-petroleum stains such as rust, fertilizer and other difficult to remove stains.

PAVERDE-DETERTERGENT™
Degreaser, Stain and Spot Remover
A combination of detergents and mild acid formulated to attack the hard to remove stains caused by oil, grease, vegetation and soil. Everyone who takes pride in their pavers should have a bottle on hand to clean spills before they become stains and have the peace of mind knowing there is a product that works effectively when stains do occur.

MSDS SHEETS & APPLICATION GUIDES
Available for download on our website

ADHESIVES
TYPE I, TYPE II, TYPE III & IV

Adhesives for all Masonry Applications
PAVE TECH offers 4 types of masonry adhesives. TYPE 1-FLEXIBLE is an excellent Premium Grade Adhesive for project areas subject to freeze-thaw conditions, stress or heavy loads. TYPE 2-BasicBOND is a great Standard Grade Adhesive. It is perfect for non-critical areas like retaining wall caps or ornamental veneering. TYPE 3 - SuperWET is our Super Premium Adhesive. This adhesive can be applied to wet or saturated material. It is perfect for late season application. Type 3 SuperWET foams during curing and will fill up to 1/4". When applying use a smaller bead than other adhesives. TYPE 4 - UltraWET is pre-modified, non-foaming polyurethane that will bond pavers and wall caps in cold, damp conditions. It is ideal for use in spring and fall when temperatures are cooler and moisture is prevalent.

For MSDS and Application Guides - Visit our Web Site: WWW.PAVETECH.COM or Call: 800-728-3832
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